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The Board of Directors for the Florida Comets recognizes your invaluable help to the residents of the
community in various capacities over the years. We also note with great interest your very successful
contributions and efforts over the years. Contributions may not have been in the form of financial
support, but never the less very important to the community. We are asking for your support for the
Florida Comets in a special way this year. Would you consider sponsoring a student/athlete,
activity, or activities?
This is of course a major commitment and you may have questions about it. Several members of the
Executive Committee, and or Board of Directors would be happy to meet with you at your convenience
to discuss what this commitment might involve.
We think you would be an effective and inspiring contributor, and we hope very much that you will be
able to say “Yes” to the Florida Comets.
I would be happy to sponsor a student/athlete, activity, or activities. Please make check or
money order payable to Florida Comets. All contributions are Tax Deductible:
_____$500.00 ____$1,000.00 ____$2,500.00 _____$5,000.00 _____$10,000.00_____Other
The youth in our communities have very little to do outside of school activities. The entertainment
activities are limited unless you have a car to travel to another part of the county. Many of our students
also lack good decision-making skills and self-esteem. We need intervention/prevention methods to
be expanded beyond the health classroom.

David Currey
Basketball Operations

Mission Statement: Florida Comets is a nonprofit enhancement organization, which seeks to provide multiple
services to the community. All projects are designed to fill a void in the community where needs are and exist.
Florida Comets prepare each student to excel by providing an innovative comprehensive extra-curricular activity
program. Through involvement of students, parents, staff, and the community each student will develop skills
necessary to reach maximum potential to become a productive individual in today’s changing society.

